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We Can Have the Cake and Eat It Too: 
Leisure and Spirituality at ‘Veiled’ Hotels in Turkey
Abstract:
This paper uses ethnographic methods to inquire how new forms of consumption arise as a result of bridging Islamic spirituality with leisure in the newly growing tesettür hotels in Turkey, which have become a magnet of popular and academic attention. We aim to offer a multi-layered analysis of the leisure and consumption practices of Muslim women in the context of the new Islamic hospitality industry by looking at the interactions between spiritual Islam and modern capitalism. We focus on the consumption process of the female customers of these hotels as part of defining and redefining their newly developing identity that is Islamic and spiritual; as well as modern and luxurious. The study responds to the call of Gökarıksel and Secor (2010, 2011) to analyse new Islamic patterns of consumption and leisure by building on their perspectives bridging neoliberal capitalism and resurgence of Islamic identities. We call for a critical and contextual perspective to understand the dynamic emergence of new forms of Islamic lifestyles and capitalism; emphasizing a future agenda of further research that is sensitive to the complexities of desires and leisure activities of veiled Muslim women in diverse countries. 





On a TV report in BBC, Neil Drake, the BBC’s Europe correspondent, is standing in the posh lobby of a five-star hotel, located on the Mediterranean coast of Turkey (BBC, 2008). What makes this hotel newsworthy is its alternative twist. As Drake reports on how the hotel offers something different from conventional holidays, he is shown curiously trying his alcohol-free cocktail, enthusiastically sneaking into the women-only pool (before opening hours) and dolefully standing in front of the women-only dance-club which is “strictly out of bounds” for him, in his words. Aware of the subject’s sex appeal, Drake depicts the women-only pool as “the only chance for Muslim women to get to strip off to a bikini”.
It’s not very hard to imagine how attractive the subject is for a journalist, especially as it allows the words Muslim, veil and bikini to be used in the same sentence. But aside from the sex appeal, there is a growing market for the leisure demands of Muslim families, especially for those with concerns about modesty and gender segregation. Alternative tourism hotels--commonly referred to as “tesettür (veiled) hotels”--offer guests high-quality alcohol-free bars, halal (Islamically permitted) food, women-only pools and recreation rooms, and other halal entertainment options.  More importantly, these hotels offer a whole experience for Muslim women and families in responding to their aesthetic as well as spiritual concerns while maintaining “halal etiquette”. These hotels work with their full capacities attracting conservative families, especially during the month of Ramadan. They offer special iftar (fast-breaking) menus with Ottoman cuisine, sahur meals (pre-dawn meals offered during late night), Teravih prayers (longer evening prayers involving recitation of the Quran during Ramadan), sohbets (religious talks), mukabeles (Quran reading sessions), Friday prayers and sermons, and traditional shadow plays (‘Karagoz Oyunlari’) to satisfy their customers. Some hotels experiment with innovative practices such as lighting the sea and the shore until pre-dawn meals, or offering Friday sermons by personal development coaches to differentiate themselves from the competition. Sah Inn Paradise Hotel, for example, regularly organizes tesettür fashion shows to broaden their international customer base.  
This paper offers a preliminary discussion and an ethnographic analysis of the particular consumption practices of women in the newly growing tesettür hotels of Turkey, which have become a magnet of popular interest. We aim to offer a multilayered analysis of the leisure practices of Muslim women in the context of the new Islamic hospitality industry by looking at the interaction between Islam and capitalism. Since capitalism is linked with the culture, particular consumption practices can provide a rich resource to the adaptability and flexibility of capitalism. Particularly, we focus on the consumption process of the female customers of these hotels as part of defining and redefining their newly developing identity that is Islamic and spiritual; as well as modern and luxurious. How are the dominant discourses on modern capitalism and spiritual Islam materialized through consumption in these sites of leisure? Based on ethnographic fieldwork, we also explore whether and how women are taking advantage of existing political and economic conditions to open up a space in order to build their identity and spirituality in the context of Turkey.
The growth of Islamic hospitality industry
There are currently 37 tesettür hotel brands and 75 tesettür hotels operating throughout Turkey and this niche but profitable market is growing very fast. ‘Tesettür hotels’, as the public calls them, are customised hotels catering to conservative Muslim families and adopting practices such as gender segregation in pools, no-alcohol policy, and extra measures to ensure privacy of veiled women.  In these hotels, families dine, socialise, and hang out together; but genders are segregated in pools or saunas.  The number of these alternative tourism hotels has increased five-fold in the last decade, The Islamic hospitality industry is the fastest-growing segment of Turkey’s multi-billion-dollar tourism market (Kaaki, 2008, p: 1). With a capacity of about 30 thousand beds and a market volume of 80 million dollars, this emerging market has become the hot spot of tourism in Turkey and in the Middle East. At the global scale, the Muslim travelers’ market represents more than 10 percent of the world tourism market and it has been growing very rapidly since the last decade (p: 2).  
Although there has been some foundational work exploring Islamic hospitality industry from the perspectives of marketing and tourism (Duman, 2011; Laderlah, Rahman, Awang, and Man, 2011; Razalli, Abdullah, and Hassan, 2012; Stephenson, 2014), how Islamic hotels and their customers combine spiritual values with contemporary capitalist conceptions of holiday and leisure is largely unexplored in research. Muslim women’s leisure activities have mostly been studied in relation to compatibility of religious rules (Ibrahim, 1982), or in the context of adaptation and identity work of immigrants (Walseth, 2006); but there is a gap of research on how women combine spiritual and leisure activities in their daily lives in the context of veiled hotels. This study uses ethnographic methods to delve into how new forms of consumption arise as a result of bridging Islamic spirituality with leisure, building on the perspectives of both hotel owners and their residents/customers.  
Islamic-ness of Hotels: A New form of Subjectivity, Selves and Aspirations
One of the major reasons for the rapid growth of the alternative hotel industry is the legitimization strategy used by these hotels both to fit in the global capitalist system and to customize themselves to respond to the niche demands of female--mostly veiled--customers. In contrast to Carrier’s (1992) theory of the separation of economic and social spheres, in this case, a mutually inclusive relationship exists between the two. Even the motivation for creating an alternative niche is not purely Islamic, but neither is it economic. Rather, it’s a combination of the two. Furthermore, due to this strong interconnectedness, the culture and the market shape one another through interaction. Similar to the situation of Islamic banking practices analyzed by Maurer (2005), tesettür hotels can be considered as sub-alternate systems designed in the context of the dominant global economy. Tesettür hotels remake their own cultural reference, as they remake and reinforce the capitalist market. As Maurer (2005) suggests, “What is at stake is a matter of both a remaking of Islam (…), and the remaking of the market” (p: 108). For instance, selected Islamic principles are used as reference points in creating the alternative holiday setting: Dedicating a space for prayer (mescid), calling for the prayers by ezan, freeing the entertainment zones from alcohol, and implementing gender segregation. Material aspects of religious principles become the main reference points, as opposed to immaterial ones. As an example, maintaining ‘takva’ (originated from Arabic taqwa, spiritual consciousness that can be achieved by a humble lifestyle) is not the marker of tesettür hotels, but earmarked consumption culture and Islam are remade by the interaction. Once again, we see that capitalism becomes something more than just a “mode of production” and starts haunting several aspects of daily life, culture, habits, and even religion. In the cases both of tesettür hotels and Islamic banking, the new form of market, or, finance, as in the case of Maurer, functions more as a social glue than as an alternative to the existing structure. The attempt to create an alternative space/market/banking reveals the struggle of Muslims to differentiate their social selves from that of mainstream secularist or western one. So herein, the use of Islamic principles does not solely denote religiosity, but highlighting and maintaining certain religious in era of global market. Thus, a new type of Islamic subjectivity is evolving in search of global aspirations triggered by desires and new lifestyles. Alternative tourism is made possible through its ability to recognize these new becomings and meet the demands of Muslim women as desirous selves. On a similar vein, Rinaldo (2008) writes on the ways in which particular kind of subjectivity over middle class pious selves are produced in Bangladesh. Indeed, in both cases, Muslim communities reify their identity through means of economics. This new mode, late capitalism in Mandel’s (1975) and David’s (2007) terminology, turns everything it interacts with into the means of the economic system and redefines its value with respect to its advantage in the form of money. According to Mandel (1975) the commodification of every sector of human life is intensified through globalization of corporations, capital, labour, and consumption. 
A Closer Look at Market Strategies of Alternative Holidays
A discussion on ethical questions is necessary to consider the ways in which consumption culture is legitimized by Islamists through selective readings of religious texts for a particular kind of appropriation. This discussion is also helpful as an intellectual effort to understand the cultural limits, as well as the dynamic adaptation capabilities, of capitalism within different cultural contexts. Following Tsing (2000), if every particular form of capitalism has been influenced by its local culture, and has the capacity to influence and remake it, we need ethnography for a better understanding of the mutually reproductive and dynamic relationship between particular capitalisms and the specific cultures surrounding them.  In order to make sense of anthropology of capitalism, we need to analyze its skill of articulating, evolving, and adapting itself to different local cultures. Once we recognize the relationship between culture and capitalism as mutually constructing, both the relationship in itself and its interaction with the global world becomes a subject of study. 
Another important dimension of the legitimization efforts is the notion of creating an alternative holiday in relation to the political situation of Turkey.  In Turkey, vacation villages and hotels represent themselves as sites for “alternative holidays”, to give the impression that their offers are different than the mainstream ones. The term is commonly used in the assertively secular state, though similar hotels and vacation villages in the Arab world prefer the term “sharia-compliant” (Henderson, 2010) or “Islamic” holiday tourism (Javed, 2007; Duman, 2011). In order to cultivate an engaging and extensive anthropological analysis, we need to explore the ways in which this new “alternative holiday” market is publicized, commercialized, perceived and consumed. 
First of all, what is offered and consumed in these “alternative holiday” hotels is an experience that offers a pleasurable lifestyle, loaded with western and modern symbols, but appropriated to selected Islamic principles. Hence, the commodity in tesettür hotels is not a tangible product, but a performative experience. The materiality and immateriality of the value of the commodity is entangled. The symbolic value is the overriding value of the product in this case. Therefore, Tsing’s (2000) thesis about capitalism as “performance” becomes very meaningful. Commodifying this particular lifestyle is the tactic of the Islamist capitalists to create a niche and capture a market share in the global arena.  We use the term Islamist capitalists to refer to the rising middle class of Muslim entrepreneurs in the Middle East as countries undergo a transition from statist to liberal and open economies. The rise of this new class in Turkey is analysed in the next section.
Becoming The New Mainstream: Reaching the Core
The newly rising Islamic bourgeoisie has recently become more visible and powerful in their lifestyles and demand for social change in Turkey. With the rising power of conservative media channels and newspapers (e.g. Yeni Safak, Star, STV, Zaman, Kanal 7), Islamic banks (e.g. Kuveyt Turk, Bank Asya, Albaraka), and holdings (e.g. Calik, Ulker, Boydak), the Turkish religious–conservative bourgeoisie is in demand of more democratic rights, freedom, and globalization. One of the most important markers of these demands is the search for more modern, Westernized, and luxurious forms of consumption.  The emergent forms of Islamic consumerism are manifested in a dynamic synthesis bridging local Islamic values and global capitalist values. A unique example is a brand-new Islamic credit card called ‘Haremeyn’ tailored for the needs of pilgrims promising them both a peace of mind and a peace of heart. 
In this context of dynamic social change, veiled Muslim women are gaining global significance in the international realm not only in their numbers and demands as customers having purchasing power (Al-Mutawa, 2013; Maqsood, 2014); but also in terms of their synthesis of Islamic and modern lifestyles (Al-Mutawa, 2013; Gökarıksel and Secor, 2008; Jafari and Süerdem, 2012; Lewis, 2010; Mossière, 2012; Mossinkoff and Corstanje, 2011; Teimourpour and Hanzaee, 2011; Unal and Moors, 2012).  In particular, Turkish veiled women have recemtly been increasing their interests and active involvement in what they perceive as ‘modernity-enhancing’ pursuits – namely, luxury consumption, fashion, cosmetics, culinary delights, arts, travel, home decoration, fitness, and sports (Sandikci and Ger, 2007, 2011; Gökarıksel and Secor, 2010, 2012; Kılıçbay and Binark, 2002; Gökariksel, and McLarney, 2010). Women’s demands are visible in the new forms and trends of Islamic lifestyles that have rapidly emerged in Turkey; including conservative fashion magazines (such as Ala, Ikra, Enda, Aysha), tesettür fashion shows (such as Tekbir), Islamic soap operas (Huzur Sokagi), luxurious villas (Yesilvadi, Sehrizar) silvered and golden-colored bright home decorations (‘varak’), Muslim houte couture (boutiques clustered in Erenkoy district of Istanbul), green pop (e.g. Sami Yusuf, Sami Savni Ozer), Islamic poetry (e.g. Dursun Ali Erzincanli), Islamic yacht tours, and alternative shopping platforms (such as yesiltopuklar.com). 
	Veiled women have long been perceived as “the other” and adverse subjects of the “modernist” and “progressive” discourses of the secular Turkish Republican project. As the veil itself has long been propagated as symbol of rural, backward, lower-class traditionalism, its contemporary carriers in tesettür hotels appear to have an aggressive struggle to prove otherwise: that they are modern, urban, progressive and higher-class. One of the ways these women prove themselves is through their consumption of certain “Islamic” modes of recreation and experience in the modern, capitalist system. According to Göle (1996, p: 24), Islamist women are left at the margins for generations, and are in struggle to reach the core. Indeed, one tesettür hotel customer--Elif (31)—says: ‘We have every right to have fun and enjoy the wealth of the country as much as they do. Thank God, we now have opportunities for that.’
She explains the “wealth of the country” not only as the sea, sun and beaches of the Aegean and Mediterranean coasts, but also as the modern facilities that are established around them, such as hotels. What she refers as “they” is the upper-middle-class secularist elites of Turkey who are at the core, according to Göle’s definition. So these veiled women are in demand to be the carriers of modernism, and feel more empowered to construct and express their modern identities through the consumption of luxurious commodities and global brands.  This sense of empowerment is becoming more assertive as these women feel a sense of rebellion in their demand and struggle for more egalitarian and liberated spaces. 
Resisting Double-Patriatchal Systems of Secularism and Islamism
Elif is taking advantage of blind spots of Islamist and secularist discourses when expressing her critiques. When Elif says “we”, she refers, in fact, to her Islamic identity in the way it is defined in her everyday life, through leisure and consumption. Though this subject positioning, she vocalises her demands though Islamist sensitivities, such as swimming in women-only pools or staying in alcohol-free holidays. Her relationship with this male-dominant system, however, is more complicated than it appears. Elif, like her veiled Muslim sisters, is in continuous struggle with two patriarchal systems: that of Turkish secularism, and of Islamism. By patriarchal systems, we mean what Saba Mahmood calls “nationalist, religious, medical, or aesthetic” characteristics that “work by objectifying women’s bodies and subjecting them to patriarchal systems of representation, thereby negating and distorting women’s own experience of their corporeality and subjectivity” (2005: 158).  Following this, we hold that the secularist project of Turkey is no less patriarchal than Islamist ideology. Indeed, the construction, formation and representation of women’s bodies have been politicized in Turkey since the establishment of the Republic in 1923, and have revealed a wide range of cultural meanings, mores and power dynamics at play. In working to open up space against secularist pressures imposed by the state elite, Muslim women mobilize and reinforce new, male-dominant Islamist capitalism. These women, as both subjects of Islamist ideology and consumers of its capitalist enterprise, are both obedient and disobedient to the ideology. When the first tesettür hotel, Caprice, was established in 1995, it was harshly criticized by its female customers for allocating better-quality beaches and pools for men. After eight years, Sah-Inn opened its gates to customers with an advertisement campaign with the following quote: “Here, men are taking care of children, while women are having real fun” (http://www.sahinnparadise.com). The entrepreneurs themselves appear to be aware of the agency of their female customers and tailor their mottos to them. 
Enchantment of Capitalism: Patterns of Performative Consumption
After achieving the space they desire for modernization, Muslim women begin using it as a stage for performing the transition towards being more modern. Virno’s theory on multitudes and singularity enables us to understand the ways in which Islamist “consumers” as multitudes, as heterogeneous community yet are relating themselves to one another though consumption and leisure patterns. The space of performative consumption, a product of Islamist capitalism, is used as a site for spectacle, where female consumers can perform, represent, compare and contrast their progress in modernization and “endeavor to define” (and redefine) “their singularity” (Virno, 79) through collective consumption. Consumers, at a vacation site, are redefining their Islamic identity by consuming leisure and entertainment in Islamicly appropriate(d) way. They are social, but individual. They are a ‘multitude’, and therefore “hybrid, fluid, mutant” (Virno, p: 14). Moreover, the performance is orchestrated mostly in gender-segregated spaces, which also means that it's not for non-Islamists or for men, but for Muslim women, who belong to their very own community. But on the other hand, their consumption is so collective that “radicalizes, rather than dulling, the process of individuation” (p: 79).  Women, who are now at the core of the neo-Islamists’ project, develop a collective heterogeneity through collective individualization. They are social, but individual. They are a ‘multitude’, and therefore “hybrid, fluid, mutant” (Virno, p: 14).
The consumption and leisure patterns are also worth analyzing as drama performances in contested territories of capitalist enterprises. As Muslim women are fascinated by the dream of being perceived as modern, prosperous and progressive, this orchestrated theatre turns into “an economy of appearances” (p: 118) centered on conjuring--which is loaded with the hope, magic and promise of modernity.  Building on Tsing’s (2000) discussions on the heterogeneity of capitalism across time and space, it is possible to argue that capitalist practices in these tesettür hotels “are continually made and unmade” (p: 143) as drama performances in and of themselves.  Driven by enchantment of modernity, this drama performance is actualized via “enchantment of capitalism” (Benjamin, 1968; Allison, 2006), where the promise of modernity is actualized through access to modern facilities, luxurious pools and beaches, and exclusive fashion items. 
Methodology
The qualitative data for this article comes from a larger data set based on 13 months of ethnographic fieldwork in Turkey conducted between 2009 and 2012. The larger ethnographic study focused on a spectrum of Istanbulite women’s leisure practices; including sports, fitness, cooking, travel, fashion, and entertainment. During fieldwork, the first author participated in a range of activities with veiled women including tea gatherings, entertainment parties, religious conversations, pilates courses, fitness sessions, holiday tours, birthday celebrations, baby showers, and henna nights. The first author also conducted in-depth interviews and focus groups with 40 women ranging from their late 20s to 50s. All interviews were conducted in Turkish. Relevant ethnographic interviews and observational data about holiday experiences in tesettür hotels was extracted and analysed for this study.
Results
Immersive Escapism: Searching for a New Sense of Self, Space, and Rhythm  
Qualitative interviews with veiled hotel residents revealed that they were searching diverse, powerful and unique experiences that would disrupt and transform the mundaneness of their everyday lives. These women, of various ages and backgrounds, wanted to be removed from their everyday responsibilities and routines to develop a new sense of self, space, and rhythm. In the words of Ayse (32):
I have three small kids and I was really stressed out. I had to be constantly alert and in charge, putting out fires. Being a mother of three is never easy. The endless cycle.. Feed them, clean them, play with them, put them to sleep, but also be a role model for every minute.. I mean I love my kids, but just an hour of forgetting about responsibilities is a luxury for me. I have forgotten the smell of grasses, the majesty of mountains, and the touch of the waves on the beach. I told my spouse I needed a break or I will suffer a breakdown… He took me to Angel’s Peninsula. The place feels like heaven. Excellent service and fascinating location. You really feel pampered. We feel more comfortable as we know Islamic rules are observed. We have left the kids to their grandparents. Now I can spend more time shopping at local bazaars, going to the hot spa, swimming, exploring the sweet landscape, and tasting Mediterranean cuisine.
These women, like Ayse, seem to not only have expectations of how these holiday resorts and locations will make them feel, but also of how they can develop a new sense of place and rhythm. They prefer stimulating locations that are geographically, socially and psychologically distant from locations of their everyday lives, so that they can escape from the mundane. Indeed, the desire to see new places and discover new experiences seems to provide a strong motivation for women like Ayse who engage in immersive escapism as a form of experiential consumption (McIntosh, Goeldner, & Ritchie, 1995). A major thrill of the holiday scene is the promise of diverse and rich experiences, such as seeing unfamiliar places, enjoying fleeting moments, and feeling part of an adventure. The anticipation of such heartwarming experiences and the search for inspiring and relaxing experiences form a major part of the appeal of tesettür hotels. In the words of Melahat (45):
This holiday has helped me to move away from day-to-day routines. I am currently searching for change in my life. I am searching for my new self. A more alive, energetic, open, and adventurous self perhaps.. I want to be more reflexive and relaxed.. to take perspective.. take a stock of things.. make up my mind and heart.. Wandering on the beach helps me to focus on my thoughts. I need this vacation to start enjoying my life again.
In contrast to this contemplative and relaxing mood, some other respondents, such as Didem (29) dreamed of a much more active and adventurous holiday: 
As a couple, we love the adrenaline. Therefore we go for hiking, rafting, cycling, horseback riding, skiing, and wildlife. We love the thrill of out-of-the ordinary adventure. The halal circle is enough enjoyment though; no need to enter any haram zone. We are clear and sensitive about that distinction in our holiday preferences, and that is why we prefer here.’ 
An extended analysis of the term ‘halal circle’ mentioned in this quote can be found in Ulu-Sametoglu’s (2012) work on alternative spaces that Turkish young girls have created in Europe to enjoy their leisure and entertainment activities.  
A shared pattern across all these accounts of touristic experiences seems to be how holiday is conceptualized as a personal voyage to a transient space and a different tempo, designed to bring a customized mix of tranquility and adventure. The physicality of travel, along with the loss of social coordinates, creates a visual narrative based on emotional stimulation and disruption of the mundane. Tesettür hotel managers are aware of the implications of the search for adventure, stimulation, and change: 
We are in a constant challenge to ensure that the services and experiences we offer are unique, original, and fresh to appeal to our customers. We assist them in planning their own tailored activities. We provide comfortable, peaceful and colorful holidays for the whole family to enjoy; because we are aware that Ramadan is the only holiday time for kids and professionals to enjoy with their extended family. Women are tired throughout all year serving their children and husbands – they deserve a refreshing break where they are served now. We take care of children. We have musical plays, as well as story-telling and role-playing activities for children. We have hot spa and massage services for the elderly. We even organize veiled fashion shows and bring in trendiest haute couture.’ 
Field data show that tesettür hotels are becoming liminal zones of hybridization where the meanings and fluidities of the concept of ‘Islamic holiday’ are being developed as a series of reflexive experiences and immersive escapism based on the production of a new sense of time and place. 
The concept of spiritual holiday: Combining spirituality and holiday
Turkish Muslim women we have interviewed prefer tesettür hotels as a means of bridging spirituality and holiday in order to create memorable experiences. Although holidays are often perceived through the conceptual lenses of mobility, escape, and immersion; the spiritual aspects of the holiday experience have often been neglected in the literature, with the exception of studies on pilgrimages or spiritual tourism (Smith, 2003). As leisure has become a domain of identity work (Rojek, 2010) and a space for leading a meaningful life (Blackshaw, 2010), it involves issues of self-realization and self-expression. This quest for the enhancement of the self through spiritual activities was recurrent in participant interviews. Participants, such as Hatice (30), commented on the spiritual nature of their holidays as a way of escaping from the material desires and petty concerns of everyday life: 
We went to Ihlas Marmara Evleri as a group of friends for a spiritual retreat. We went there because we needed to transcend ourselves. Clean the dust of our hearts. We needed to say no to our worldly desires and ambitions... There, we had the chance to immerse ourselves in nature and read the universe as a book. We could clear our minds, hearts, and spirits through wisdom.. I guess it is kind of spiritual embroidery… We have been here for six days and returning to Istanbul was such a pain. We never wanted to come back. It was as if we wee giving up the dream that we worked through here.
Participant accounts such as the above demonstrate how coming to a retreat in a tesettür hotel can be motivated by and may lead to profound spiritual experiences that form a significant element of the overall holiday experience for them. Tesettür hotels meet peak demand during the month of Ramadan as they combine spiritual fulfillment with relaxation with family. In the words of a customer, ‘Islam has an active conception of holiday – holiday is never meant to be idleness, but it involves spiritual renewal. As the Koran states,  “Aye, surely there is ease after hardship/So when you are free, strive hard/And to your Lord do you attend whole-heartedly”. So we thank God through worship in our free time.’ 
These Islamic hotels and holiday resorts have started to combine a portfolio of activities to appeal to conservative families including theatre and storytelling for children, sightseeing historical places, visiting local markets, hot spas for the elderly, Friday prayers for men, and religious conversations for elderly women. Spiritual activities such as performing prayers, reading Quran, and attending religious sermons (‘sohbet’) at designated prayer spaces in the hotel, along with ample opportunities for swimming, sightseeing, and relaxing give hotel residents ‘the best of two worlds’: ‘We can combine holiday and spirituality here. It is a breathing space for our souls and also a place for developing heartfelt connections among us.’ says Zehra (41). 
Although this synthesis seems to be working seamlessly, the actual picture is more complicated; and it brings its own contradictions, clashes, and paradoxes. The inherent incompatibility of luxurious consumption with spiritual discipline leads to what we may call ‘spiritual dissonance’.  
Spiritual Dissonance:  Stuck in between Islamic Ethics of Frugality and Urges of Luxurious Consumption
How do customers of these hotels resolve the dilemma of balancing frugality and luxury in their lives? Our interlocutors repetitively hesitated when they faced with the questions implying the importance of frugality. The Koran makes it clear that wasteful expenditure is a sin: ‘…eat and drink and be not extravagant; surely Allah does not love the extravagant.’ However, our field interviews have demonstrated that the balance between saving and excess in consumption is not clear or straightforward. There are divergent forms of consumption and divergent interpretations around these forms of consumption contesting the meanings of what amounts to extravagance vs. generosity.  ‘Proper’ forms of Islamic consumption seem to evoke a whole range of contradictory visions and lifestyles of Muslimhood. One of the wealthy customers spending his holiday in a tesettür hotel stated: ‘Prophet Mohammed was a successful merchant himself.  Koran favours commercial activity and Islam has deep entrepreneurial roots. A merchant is the beloved of God. Islam is compatible with a capitalist economy, as long as we need to give zakat for the needy and the poor. Consumption is not a sin in Islam. Islam discourages excessive buying; yes; but if you have money, you can buy what you need or want.  Some people have accused Imams for wearing fine clothes whereas the Prophet and his companions all wore humble clothes. The Imams have defended themselves as the times are changing and there is an expectation of wearing better clothes along with the rise of prosperity. So, Muslims should of course dress well and live a fine life. There is nothing wrong with that.’  One of the hotel owners commented: ‘Muslims of today are spending millions on mindless items such as jewellery, giving lavish parties, and living in posh apartments. I do not think staying in our hotels is wasteful. We are careful about avoiding waste in our facilities - wasting food is against the spirit of Ramadan. A family can spend high quality time here in accordance with Islamic rules. I do not think staying here is waste or luxurious. It is both a peaceful holiday and a spiritual retreat for the whole family.’
A closer look at the daily lives and practices of women staying in these hotels provides an analytical tool for understanding how these women view themselves in relation to capitalism. We have observed that Muslim women form multidimensional relationships with the fashionable artefacts and amenities they encounter, attaching to them shifting and multiple meanings in relation to their own identities. The usage of luxurious amenities and commodities to realize the dream of modernity and prosperity signifies the “commodity fetishism” (Marx, 1976) inherent and functional in these capitalist enterprises. Once again, too much emphasis is placed on the value of commodities while neglecting the labour processes that actually create that value.  The discourse of “Muslim sisterhood” blurs as the veiled female customers become psychologically detached from their “sisters” working in these hotels; such as Muslim female employees.  As a result, human labour itself turns into a commodity while the consumers become isolated from the producers (Carrier, 1992). An important majority of female customers choose to follow a secular terminology related to “Muslim sisterhood” and the employees working in the hotels. Curious mixed feelings are observed when it comes to the questions on “consumption” and israf (prodigality) taking place in luxurious tesettür hotels. As an example, while these women want to be stylish and wear expensive well-known brands, so that they look good in headscarf, it would be wrong to assume that they are free from the moral constraints and spiritual concerns posed by their religiosity.  In the words of an interlocutor, ‘I sometimes feel guilty staying in these six star resorts and enjoying open buffet while there is poverty in every corner of the world. On the other hand, sometimes I feel, why shouldn’t we enjoy our life as Muslims? When we experience abundance, we can show more gratitude and thanksgiving to God.’ As in the case of hospice settings (Russ, 2005), Muslim women feel emotional and spiritual dissonance, caught in between the desire to be modern and progressive through consumption and the desire to be modest and pious through loyalty to takva standards (rules of spiritual consciousness that bring a person closer to God). Since emotions take center stage in the leisure spaces of Muslim women, the “anthropology of emotions” (Lutz and White, 1986) emerges as a critical and promising discipline of inquiry into understanding the role of feelings related to the leisure choices and experiences of these women. In this case, the emotions of Muslim women should not be interpreted as coherent entities that can be isolated from their sociocultural contexts, but as culturally embedded and socially constructed phenomena that bring together realms that are usually set apart, such as ‘intimate’ vs. ‘public’, ‘individualist’ vs. ‘collectivist’ or ‘tangible’ vs. ‘symbolic.’ The emotions of the Muslim women staying in these hotels can be regarded as being as varied as the women themselves.   
Conclusion
The case of tesettür hotels opening up to accommodate religious women seems just like any other entertainment industries with different customers.  Nevertheless, when we look closer, the story gets complicated; because of the interaction of religion, capitalism and double patriarchy. The female customers of these capitalist sites, tesettür hotels, provide intensive data in making anthropology of capitalism since they are left at the margins for decades yet they are now struggling to move to the core of the society. Due to space limitations of this article, we could not cover many areas of our field research including entertainment, self-making, arts, hobbies, travel, and other forms of leisure; - that we aim to deepen in the future. Therefore, a deeper analysis on the market dimensions of the leisure and tourism industries of the Middle East is necessary for further analysis. As the female customers of these tesettür hotels and villages are the main focus of this study, it is also needed to analyze other related markets (secular tourism, cosmetics, entertainment, and fashion industries) that shape these women’s expectations and consumption demands from the veiled vacation villages and hotels.  
This study has responded to the call of Gökarıksel and Secor (2008, 2010, 2011) to analyze new Islamic patterns of consumption and leisure by building on their perspectives bridging neoliberal capitalism and resurgence of Islamic identities.  This paper calls for a critical and contextual perspective to understand the dynamic emergence of new forms of Islamic lifestyles and capitalism; emphasizing a future agenda of further research that is sensitive to the complexities of desires and leisure activities of veiled Muslim women in diverse countries.  
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